ANIMAL BOX

Cute and practical, our Animal Box is something kids will go “wild” for! Children will enjoy choosing fabric of various designs and textures to create their favourite animal, and will have fun mixing and matching craft supplies to give character to their creations.

SUPPLY LIST:

- Cardboard box
- Fabric (your choice of colour/s)
- Foam balls
- Pompoms
- Styrofoam
- Toothpicks
- Scissors
- Glue

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut off two parallel flaps from the top of your box. Use the remaining two flaps as ears, trimming them into whatever shape best suits your animal.

2. Cut a large piece of fabric that will be used to cover the entire box. Cut two smaller pieces to cover the ears. Glue all fabric to your box.

3. Using the foam and styrofoam pieces, trim/shape pieces to use for your animal's face, for example: eyes, mouth, eyebrows, etc. Glue these pieces to your fabric-wrapped box. (Note: Toothpicks make great whiskers - especially when using foam for a nose!)

4. Now that your Animal Box is complete, fill it with your favourite supplies or trinkets and put it on display!
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For more feature activity sheets, visit the Kids section of our website at www.childrensmuseum.com.